Intralinks VDRPro™
The fastest, smartest virtual data room anywhere.

Accelerate your next deal with industry-leading VDRPro – the world’s most advanced virtual data room (VDR). Since inventing the VDR over 25 years ago, Intralinks has leveraged innovation and expertise to deliver the solution preferred by dealmakers worldwide.

Experience less stress and more success on every deal with our Dedicated Services Group in your corner. Enjoy round-the-clock support in 140 languages and exclusive service features like:

**DEDICATED CUSTOMER SERVICE MANAGERS (CSM)**
A single point of contact who knows your markets and your deal, for global team support and expert guidance

**CLIENT ASSIST TEAM**
We do your heavy lifting – from VDR setup through closing – so you can focus on the deal

**AFTER-HOURS CSM**
Full-team 24/7 capability and service support in every region

—intralinks.com/contact
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### Simple.
- **Frictionless setup** – Use Advanced Deal Prep to organize deal documents before going live, with no contract or upfront costs
- **Optimized processes** – Enhanced drag-and-drop capability lets you rename and upload files and folders in bulk
- **Intuitive UI** – Switch between data rooms, manage users, access reports simply and smoothly
- **Streamlined access** – Add users to your data room quickly and easily

### Smart.
- **Integrated AI Redaction** – Leverage artificial intelligence to easily redact PII and other sensitive content from documents inside the data room, saving time and reducing risk
- **Detailed reporting** – Share key VDR metrics with deal team members to keep everyone informed and aligned
- **Real-time insights** – Easily track and share group, user and document level activity in your VDR through a customizable dashboard to help measure engagement

### Seamless.
- **Automated index** – Dynamically organize your VDR without the need to constantly update the index
- **Powerful Q&A** – Simple, easy-to-use Q&A helps move your deal toward the finish line; bulk import of questions, priority level and access level are all easy to control
- **Video support** – Tell your story using video with Zoom Integration
- **Mobile flexibility** – Anytime, anywhere access to key data room capabilities and insights – even when you’re on the go
- **Fully integrated** – VDRPro is a key component of DealCentre™, a powerful platform designed to speed and simplify every aspect of the deal lifecycle

### Secure.
- **Platinum certification** – The industry’s first VDR to earn ISO 27701 certification – the standard in data privacy
- **Easily share…and UNshare®** – One-click to enable and one-click to retract a document with advanced information rights management
- **Robust watermarking** – Flexible and customizable, saving you time and effort
- **Turnkey permissions** – Granular and easy to control to ensure the right users have access to the right documents
- **Holistic security** – GDPR-compliant, encrypted archives, in-region data storage and processing
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**Experience the Clear Advantage.**

Learn more about how the fastest, smartest virtual data room can simplify your next deal. Reach out to our Sales team to get started with VDRPro today.
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Contact us for more information at intralinks.com/vdrpro